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Windows 98 Annoyances is, ultimately, about hacking Windows 98, never accepting anything as good enough, and
always looking for a better way to do things. Karp provides excellent guidance to the Windows 98 power user.

TXT, part of WD. The Windows 98 memory manager architecture divides memory into 2 parts: A process in
memory will demand a particular section of code; if that section of code is in VCACHE, it can be accessed
and used much more quickly than if that section of code needs to be read from a file on disk. Memory
allocated to the disk cache is not available to executing processes. Reducing the amount of memory available
to running applications negatively impacts performance by increasing the amount of data swapped from
memory to the hard disk. The disadvantage is only obvious on PCs with less than 64 MB of RAM that this
"retained" memory is not available to applications anymore, thus reducing the amount of memory Windows
98 can "play" with. Therefore it is recommended to enable the Win98 "mapped cache" feature on machines
with at least 64 MB RAM and definitively if you have MB or more , to improve performance at the expense of
little less memory available to programs. To do so, start Regedit and go to: If you see it, delete it: Close the
Registry Editor and restart Windows. Create a new "MapCache" entry: Exit the Registry Editor and restart
Windows. Open it in Notepad for reading. These are 2 information. To do this right-click on the one you want
in Explorer, select Install, and finally restart Windows. TXT part of WD. The standard ATX 2. SYS , then edit
your C: I used here C: You need to replace it if different on your system. Then apply ONLY one of the tweaks
below: COM files [26 KB, free]. Rename your original WIN. Move the new WIN. Create a new folder called
for example C: BAT using example above: SYS system file also found in C: EXE file from C: COM on your
Desktop, and call it Exit98 or any other suggestive name you wish. Right-click on Exit98 and select
Properties. Click the Program tab. COM in the "Cmd line: Place a check mark in the "Close on exit" box.
Click the Advanced button. Create a DOS batch file containing these lines: BAT and place it in C: Otherwise
the batch file will be caught into an infinite loop, trying to restart itself over and over! BAT, and why place it
in C: COM executable and residing in C: But not so, since the entire Win98 folder just "vanished" by being
renamed. In case your Win98 computer locks up unexpectedly, i. To do this, copy: EXE normally residing in
your Windows main directory or the Command subdirectory etc BAT lines to point to this new folder. SYS
located in C: Everything here is FREEware. I do not promote, speak in the behalf of, advertise or work for any
computing, technology, news or internet profit business.
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Chapter 2 : Windows 98 Annoyances - O'Reilly Media
Windows 98 Annoyances has 10 ratings and 0 reviews. An operating system is a piece of software that should do its
work in the background while you do you.

Are you having trouble turning off unwanted features in Internet Explorers desktop integration with Windows
98? Wish you could rename entire groups of files in a single step or print the contents of a folder? Then our
new software for customizing Windows 98 is for you. This software provides immediate, automated solutions
for many of the key annoyances described in the book, as well as other important new enhancements to
Windows You know better than anyone else how you want to use a new operating system. This is the
software of choice for Windows enthusiasts who have tried unsupported utilities, such as Tweak UI, and found
that their limited functionality and cryptic control panels come up short. And you can easily turn off any
feature in the product that you have turned on. Unique, Automated Solutions Some of the Windows
annoyances identified in the book require software-based solutions. Until now, such software-based solutions
were unavailable. Convenient Point-and-Click Tools While some users enjoy manually customizing Windows,
others prefer the speed and ease of point-and-click tools that give them fast, convenient control of the
operating system. Our software comes with extensive online help, and you get access to additional free
technical updates on our Web site. Like many Windows users, you may find that just one of these solutions is
worth the price of the application. Choose your default email program, news reader, and Web browser; specify
which application is invoked in a wide range of situations. For example, tell Windows to open Eudora instead
of a Web browser when you click on a mailto: Selectively disable Internet Explorer desktop integration: Turn
off the various aspects of the Internet integration with Windows Convert easily between Netscape bookmarks
and Internet Explorer shortcuts: Share your bookmarks and Internet shortcuts between browsers using drag
and drop. Change the setting of the Windows swap file to minimize delays and improve performance. Rename
files with ease: Rename entire groups of files in a single step. Easily print a list of the contents of a folder.
Hide control panel icons: Keep your settings from being tampered with by others who use your computer.
Hide selective icons on the desktop: Reduce clutter on the desktop by showing only the icons you use, or none
at all.
Chapter 3 : Windows 98 Annoyances: Taking Charge of Windows 98 by David A. Karp
While _Windows 98 Annoyances_ is, for the most part, applicable to both Windows 95 and 98, the accompanying CD
will only install in W98 systems. If you are thinking of upgrading to W98 be sure to throughly read Chapter 8, Taking
Control of Web Integration.

Chapter 4 : win 98 start up annoyance - Forums - CNET
With Windows 98 Annoyances, you can put an end to these and countless other annoyances. Given the book's format,
which presents particular problems and immediately offers one or more solutions, you can quickly identify the Windows
98 features that most annoy you and equally quickly provide a fix for them.

Chapter 5 : Windows 98 : Java Glossary
Windows 98 Annoyances Personally, using any non-Unix OS is annoying just because it isn't Unix, but it's certainly true
that Win98 reaches new heights for ticking you off. This book recognizes that and gives you the tools you need to make
it at least somewhat better.

Chapter 6 : MDGx Windows 98 Tricks + Secrets - Part 4
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Like how to " dis" -integrate Windows 98's legendary (some would say notorious) Web integration features. How to get
Windows to (thankfully) start faster. And how to script your Web connection so you do not have to log in manually.

Chapter 7 : Mark Bracewell (Author of O'Reilly Utilities -- Quick Solutions for Windows 98 Annoyances)
A collection of techniques for customizing Windows The text shows how to quickly identify a particular annoyance and
immediately offers one or more solutions.

Chapter 8 : Windows 10 Annoyances - Microsoft Community
If it is off Microsoft's well-worn path, bushwhack your own trail with Windows 98 Annoyances. Here's more than pages of
good stuff "billg" did not tell you. Like how to "dis"-integrate Windows 98's legendary (some would say notorious) Web
integration features.

Chapter 9 : Windows 98 Annoyances
calendrierdelascience.com is temporarily down for maintainance and will return shortly.
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